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01. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the past decade, the use of cryptocurrencies has grown from simple ledger-to-ledger 

transactions to full fledged decentralized smart platforms. With these technological 

advances, certain trends within the crypto ecosystem have emerged. One of the current 

trends is crypto exchanges and, similar to initial coin offerings, people have scrambled to 

invest in and support the innovative ideas and plans of aspiring start-ups.Unfortunately 

for investors, precious few of these projects have actually reached the completion stage. 

To ensure the success of the project,  Centralex has built and developed their 

cryptocurrency and exchange platform using their own funds and expertise. Centralex 

is not in the business of simply offering ideas; rather, the team is deeply invested into 

the process of producing real crypto-related solutions while maintaining a transparent 

business model. 

Unlike other token projects, true token utility and robust airdrop models are some of the 

defining features of the CenX token. Centralex will create its own smart blockchain in the 

future, whilst that is in development. We have opted to launch the CenX token on the ERC-

20 network as this offers a safe, secure and stable ecosystem.

https://centralex.com/
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02. 
PROBLEMS: EXCHANGES/TOKENS

2.1 BACKING
Some of the exchanges existing in the market today do not 

offer their respective token holders any incentive to hold on to 

the tokens, apart from some temporary benefits or discounts. 

There is very little in the way of long-term use cases for their 

proprietary tokens/coins. What is of even greater concern is the 

fact that these same currencies are backed by nothing more than 

trust in the exchange itself.  

Bitcoin, Litecoin and Ethereum are backed by proof of work, 

which requires a vast number of miners and a considerable 

investment in hardware to keep the network secure. The fact 

that they are decentralized blockchains makes it very difficult 

for governments to shut down. Moreover, the costs needed to 

conduct a 51% attack on the Bitcoin blockchain, for example, 

are prohibitive rendering such an attack highly unlikely. These 

important features build trust.

Some of the exchange tokens/coins, on the other hand, lack any 

such trust-building attributes; they neither require much of an 

investment nor are they backed by anything of value.

https://centralex.com/
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2.2  UTILITY

Due to the lack of actual use cases and the fact that few exchange 

tokens/coins are accepted as a payment option, the lifespan 

of many coins and tokens is likely to be very short.  Centralex 

believes this is harmful to the cryptocurrency ecosystem as 

a whole, as it stifles innovation and hampers cryptocurrency 

adoption. Moreover, some crypto developers with dubious 

intentions, lacking any authentic use case, eventually pump and 

dump their own tokens for their own benefit, leaving many of 

their investors high and dry. This clearly has a negative impact 

on the reputation of the industry. The Centralex Team firmly 

believes in developing a genuine use case, as well as promoting 

and expanding user adoption through user-friendly solutions.

2.3 EXCHANGE FEATURES

The Cryptocurrency exchange ecosystem is continuously 

changing. They may offer only a very limited range of services, 

or even a single service, in an already niche market. Crypto 

exchanges routinely engage in the detrimental practice known 

as market spreading in an effort to increase their turnover and 

growth. These types of practices do little to increase adoption of 

cryptocurrency in the long run.  Other exchanges are constantly 

adding more currencies and trading pairs. This approach may be 

attractive to existing users, but it does little to promote wider 

adoption or encourage non-crypto users to get involved. 

https://centralex.com/
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2.4 LIQUIDITY

For a cryptocurrency exchange or any other business to survive, 

it requires liquidity. 

The problem with token liquidity is that the token creators don’t 

lock away a minimum amount of liquidity to support their token, 

which means that token holders do not have a guarantee if they 

need to withdraw their funds for whatever reason they see fit.

https://centralex.com/
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03. 
SOLUTIONS

Centralex Token (CenX) is not your typical exchange token that you see on the market 

today. It is unique in that it will be not only a utility token used on the platform natively to 

activate discounts on trading fees it will support the value proposition of the CenX token 

by offering token holders a voting feature when there are certain actions required. EG. 

CenLock™ - the staking mechanism to be explained further down.

The CenX token will have the effect of creating a motivation for token owners to hold 

their tokens for longer periods of time. Creating a Stable and liquid base for Centralex, 

affording the team the means to continue developing more innovative crypto based 

solutions for many years to come.

The CenX token (CenX) has utility, staking rewards, and governance built in.

https://centralex.com/
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3.1 CENTRALEX UTILITY

The CenX token is the primary medium of exchange used for 

transaction fees on the Centralex Exchange. 

3.2 CEN-SplitTM REWARD PROGRAM

One of the incentives to buy and hold CenX tokens will be the 

reward mechanism, which will grant quarterly rewards to CenX 

token holders. Rewards will also give CenX token holders a 

meaningful interest in the growth of the platform. 

To ensure a fair and transparent distribution, Centralex will 

divide and distribute the rewards among the Centralex token 

holders via the CEN-CHAIN which will be a publicly accessible 

Ledger. The CEN-Split™ Airdrop rewards will be issued as CenX 

tokens directly to token holders’ wallets. 

The total amount of the rewards will be of the equivalent value of 

6.5% of the exchanges total fees paid in CenX tokens quarterly. 

This in turn helps back the token.

Reserved balances belonging to the Centralex Team are not 

eligible for staking rewards.

https://centralex.com/
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3.3 CENTRALEX LOYALTY PROGRAM (STAKING)

Every transaction paid in CenX tokens, the CenX token stakers or 

holders will be rewarded by our CEN-SplitTM Airdrop Program 

where every day our system will create a snapshot of our token 

holders’ wallets, which will then be used to automatically 

distribute staked earnings to the stakers wallet. The staking 

rewards schedule will closely follow the Bitcoin halving model 

where each year the amount of rewards returned is “halved”

Interfacing with the ERC-20 smart contract is the CenX staking 

contract. The CenX staking contract enables users who are 

staking CenX to start receiving up to 25% of the transactional 

CenX fees received on the Centralex Exchange for trades.

The first year, the CenX staking rewards will be pegged to 25%, 

and then halved each year thereafter. This makes the first few 

years of staking the most advantageous for early adopters.

The halving schedule will proceed as follows:

Rewards In Percentage

Year 1    25% Year 2    12.5%

Year 3    06.25% Year 4    03.125%

Year 5    01.56%

Staking rewards can amount to huge returns for stakers. If Centralex were to achieve a 

top 100 exchange status by having $25,000,000 USD of transactional trading volume per 

day, with 1% trading fees, the first year at 25% this would result in $22,812,500.00 USD in 

staking rewards for stakers on the network.

https://centralex.com/
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3.4 DEFLATIONARY TOKEN

The CenX token is a deflationary token, and much like the 

staking rewards will follow a yearly “halving burn rate. Every 

transaction where CenX is used on the Centralex exchange for 

transactional fees will result in a specific percentage of the token 

supply being burned. The burn will start at 5% and will halve each 

year thereafter. This decrease the total supply of CenX, thus 

increasing the scarcity of each token.

Deflationary Token

   5%     in Year 1 Token Burn     

2.5%     in Year 2 Token Burn 

1.25%   in Year 3 Token Burn 

0.62%   in Year 4 Token Burn 

0.31%   in Year 5 Token Burn

3.5 CENX GOVERNANCE

CenX aims to be a community managed project, which means that 

CenX token holders will have governance and voting features 

on future implementations of the CenX exchange. For example, 

CenX holders will be able to voice their opinion for upcoming 

coins, tokens and other projects to be listed on the Centralex 

exchange. 

https://centralex.com/
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4.1 TOKEN SPECIFICATION

Blockchain base: Ethereum ERC 20 Token

Token Provider: Centralex Holdings Limited

Token Capacity: 500,000,000 tokens

Abbreviation:  CENX

Symbol:

Initial Product Offering        500,000,000 CenX

Reserved     55% ILO & UniSwap LPool  275,000,000 CenX

Reserved    5.5% Community Airdrop       27,500,000 CenX

Reserved     25% Founders & Team        125,000,000 CenX

Reserved        5% Bounty Program          25,000,000 CenX

Reserved    9.5% Legal & Marketing          47,500,000 CenX 

Total        500,000,000 CenX

04. 
CENTRALEX TOKEN

https://centralex.com/
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4.2 CENTRALEX TOKEN: PRIVATE OFFERING

Before the launch of the exchange, Centralex will start the 

Private presale offering. There will be 27.5% of total token in 

circulation offered. During this period, Centralex token will only 

be offered to a select group of early adopters who have been 

specially invited to attend CEN-Connect™ events. 

To ensure compliance, Centralex partnered up with a third-party 

KYC/AML provider (Fractal ID) who is able to offer us a premium 

KYC/AML solution. 

4.3 TOKEN PUBLIC LISTING

After the private sale has been concluded, there will be an 

additional 27.5% of the tokens listed on the UniSwap public 

exchange. These tokens will be available immediately for trading. 

In order to ensure there is liquidity in the UniSwap trading pool, 

Centralex will commit up to 60% of all raised funds from the 

private presale to be allocated to the liquidity pool created on 

UniSwap. UniSwap is a tried and trusted DeFi platform.  This 

solution addresses the liquidity problem we highlighted earlier.

4.4 UNSOLD ILO TOKENS

In the case of unsold ILO tokens, Centralex will not let these 

tokens go to waste. Instead Centralex will distribute the tokens 

between Bounties, Partner Project's and Treasury.

https://centralex.com/
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4.5 CENTRALEX COIN UTILITY

The CENX token is the primary medium of exchange used for 

transaction fees on the Centralex exchange.

4.6 PROOF OF TRADE (REWARDS)

In order to boost trading volume and market making, during the 

Beta phase Centralex will offer for the 1st month of trading, all 

transactions will attract a 0% fee schedule. 

There after the beta stage the normal Centralex fee schedule will 

be applied. In which case user paying for their transaction fees in 

CenX tokens will receive a 25% discount on fees.

4.7 DISCOUNTED EXCHANGE FEES

Once the period of proof-of-trade rewards is over, Centralex will 

start charging trading fees according to the table below. Users 

will get a discount if they choose to use Centralex Tokens to pay 

their trading fees.

To achieve the goal of using CenX as a payment for the 

transaction fees, Centralex requires a trading pair with each 

token/coin/fiat and the Centralex Token. The calculation of 

trading fees in CenX is then simple. 

https://centralex.com/
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Example pair BTC / USD:

Standard Fee Applied: 

For this example, we are using a value of 1 BTC = $10,000.00 

If a buy order is placed for 1 BTC the maker fees would be = $10,000.00 x 

0,095% = $9.5 (0.00095 BTC)

Discount fee Applied:

For this example, we are using a value of 1 BTC = $10,000.00 

25% discount is applied to the 0.095% = (0.095 x 0.25 = 0.02375 there for 

the discounted % fee = 0.02375) Therefore the new rate is 0.07125%

If a sell order is placed for 1 BTC the maker fees would be = $10,000.00 x 

0,07125% = $7.12 (0.0007125 BTC)

All these fees would be deducted from the users CenX wallet if they choose 

to pay for fees with CenX tokens. 

https://centralex.com/
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If the user does not have enough CenX balance, the system will automatically warn them 

that the balance they have to trade exceeds the CenX available to cover the trade. Before 

any trade, when the user is on the dashboard, Centralex will do a virtual check to ensure 

the amount of CenX available in the user’s account is sufficient to cover a trade involving 

the full coin/token balance.  

https://centralex.com/
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4.8 REFERRAL PROGRAM 

As a marketing strategy, the referral system offers a cost-

effective way to attract new customers at a fair price. This is 

accomplished by continuously rewarding users with a bonus 

paid in Centralex Coins every time one of their L1 or L2 referrals 

makes a trade.  

In order for the referral program to work the user needs to 

hold at least $100 worth of CenX tokens in their wallets and 

completed our KYC/AML procedure provided by Fractal ID. Users 

will earn up to 25% share of the fees collected by L1 referrals and 

5% of the fees collected from their L2 referrals – This applies to 

referrer’s holding less than $7500 in the equivalent CenX tokens. 

This will encourage users to build out their own referral network 

resulting in an expanded userbase for Centralex.  

To make it even more interesting for our token holders, Centralex 

came up with a strategic plan to offer even more referral 

bonusses by implementing a ongoing VIP referral system.  

A VIP user will earn up to 35% of the fees collected by L1 

VIP referrals and 10% of the fees collected from their L2 VIP 

referrals if they hold more than $7500 in the equivalent of CenX 

tokens.  

This will encourage users to hold more of the CenX token and 

build an even stronger referral network resulting in an expanded 

userbase for Centralex. 

https://centralex.com/
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HOW IT WORKS
Let’s first review how the fees are calculated for our basic and VIP referrals. 

EXAMPLE:
A user makes a trade for 1 BTC. Fees amount to Volume Traded * Fee, so Fees = 1 * 0.00095 

= 0.00095 BTC (The taker receives 0.99905 BTC.)

BASIC REFERRAL 

John, a Centralex user and holds less than $7500 USD in CenX tokens, successfully 

recruits his friend, Sarah, to join Centralex. She becomes his L1 referral. 

She then trades 1 BTC; again, the fee for this transaction is 0.007125 BTC (when fees are 

paid in CenX  25% discount is applied). As his L1 Referral Bonus, John will receive 25% of 

the trading fee, or 0.007125*0.25 = 0.00043125 BTC 

The Referral Bonuses for John don’t stop there. Let’s say Sarah recruits her friend, Mike, 

to Centralex. Mike becomes John’s L2 referral, and as such John will enjoy a 5% L2 Referral 

Bonus on all the trades Mike makes. Sarah, of course, will receive the 25% L1 Referral 

Bonus every time Mike makes a trade. 

Therefore, Sarah would earn (25%) 0.007125*0.25 = 0.00043125 BTC 

And John would earn (5%) of Sarah’s L1 referral 0.007125*0.05 = 0.00035625 BTC

https://centralex.com/
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CENTRALEX
EXCHANGE

L1 FRIEND

USER

L1 FRIEND

L2 FRIEND

L2 FRIEND

Level 1

25% Trading fee

Level 2

5% Trading fee

TRADE TRADE

TRADE
FEE

TRADE
FEE

SARAH
L1

SARAH
L1

MIKE
L2

TRADER TRADER

CENTRALEX

75% 70%

CENTRALEX

JOHN

25%

5%

JOHN

Referral Bonus Structure / Level 1

Referral Bonus Structure / Level 2

https://centralex.com/
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VIP Referral 

Paul, a Centralex user and holds more than $7500 USD in CenX tokens, successfully 

recruits his friend, Maria, to join Centralex. She becomes his L1 referral. 

She then trades 1 BTC; again, the fee for this transaction is 0.007125 BTC (when fees are 

paid in CenX  25% discount is applied). As his L1 Referral Bonus, John will receive 35% of 

the trading fee, or 0.007125*0.35 = 0.00249375 BTC 

The Referral Bonuses for Paul don’t stop there. Let’s say Maria recruits her friend, Bob, to 

Centralex. Bob becomes Pauls’s L2 referral, and as such Paul will enjoy a 10% L2 Referral 

Bonus on all the trades Bob makes. Maria, of course, will receive the 35% L1 Referral 

Bonus every time Bob makes a trade. 

Therefore, Maria would earn (35%) 0.007125*0.35 = 0.00249375 BTC 

And Paul would earn (10%) of Maria’s L1 referral 0.007125*0.10 = 0.0007125 BTC 

CENTRALEX
EXCHANGE

L1 FRIEND

USER

L1 FRIEND

L2 FRIEND

L2 FRIEND

Level 1

35% Trading fee

VIP Referral

The referralis holding

more than $7500 USD in

CenX tokens

Level 2

10% Trading fee

https://centralex.com/
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TRADE TRADE

TRADE
FEE

TRADE
FEE

SARAH
L1

SARAH
L1

MIKE
L2

TRADER TRADER

CENTRALEX

35% 55%

CENTRALEX

JOHN

35%

10%

JOHN

Referral Bonus Structure / Level 1

Referral Bonus Structure / Level 2

The Referral Bonus is deducted from the trading fees and is sent to the referrer’s balance. 

Bonuses are paid instantly on completion of each trade. Instant bonuses and the two-tier 

Referral Bonus system are two exciting features of Centralex and are sure to attract a 

regular stream of new users to the platform 

www.centralex.com

https://centralex.com/
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4.9 COMMUNITY

In order to establish the brand and subsequently increase brand 

awareness, the Centralex Marketing and PR Teams will develop 

an organic following by engaging with the crypto community, 

sharing news, updates and articles on the most common 

financial/trading and crypto networking platforms.

Centralex also aims to involve the community in special 

promotions, bonuses and events.

People who manage Centralex Communities will not be left to 

fend for themselves. The Centralex marketing team will have 

a specialized, dedicated wallet for community support and 

management. Centralex hold their online communities in high 

regard and will strive to link communities together to create 

smooth content and an effective news sharing network.

4.10   BOUNTIES

Centralex will reward people who discover and report bugs, 

security issues or other problems with the Centralex platform 

and connected systems. The reward will be determined based on 

Centralex Company Policy. By offering such security bounties, 

Centralex will develop a more robust and secure platform. All 

bounties will be rewarded in our native CenX token.

https://centralex.com/
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05. 
TRANSPARENCY

5.1 TRANSPARENCY IN OUR DNA

Transparency is of paramount importance and the Centralex 

Team aims to be as transparent as possible in all of its operations. 

Centralex recognizes that building trust through transparency 

is critical to the success of the project and to honor this 

commitment, there will be a webpage dedicated to transparency 

and transparency-related initiatives.

5.2 FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 

The CenX token will be launched with the ILO price of $0.03/

Token. The following projections have been included to 

demonstrate the company potential values, which in turn 

translate to a higher valued token. To give a better understanding 

of our financial projection please see the datasheet below.

https://centralex.com/
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Revenue

Rewards

Salary

Rent

Develop Cost

Marketing Cost

Legal Cost

Travel Cost

Audit Cost

General Cost

Profit

Discount Rate

Present Value

Total Present Value

Token Price 

$14,689,928

($3,672,82)

($1,560,000)

($120,000)

($240,000)

($480,000)

($480,000)

($5000)

($112,000)

($20,000)

$8,000,446

0.8696

$6,957,188

$22,034,892

($5,508,723)

($1,872,000)

($132,000)

($288,000)

($576,000)

($576,000)

($6,250)

($112,000)

($25,000)

$12,938,919

0.7561

$6,957,188

$33,052,338

($8,263,084)

($2,246,400)

($145,200)

($345,600)

($691,000)

($691,000)

($7,500)

($112,000)

($31,250)

$20,518,903

0.6575

$13,491,179

$73,293,598

$0.15

$49,578,507

($12,394,627)

($2,695,680)

($159,720)

($414,720)

($829,440)

($829,440)

($9000)

($112,000)

($39,063)

$32,094,818

0.5717

$18,348,607

$74,367,760

($18,591,940)

($3,234,816)

($175,692)

($497,664)

($995,328)

($995,328)

($10,800)

($112,000)

($48,828)

$49,705,364

0.4972

$24,713,507

YEAR 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

1. We assume the volumes of 24 hours the same as Top 100 cryptocurrency Exchange in 2021. And it will increase 50% every

year in the future four years.

2. Rewards are 25% of the revenue.

3. Salary “Develop Cost” Marketing Cost and Legal cost will increase 20% every year in the four years.

4. Rent will increase 10% every yearn the four years.

5. Travel cost and general Cost will increase 25% every year in the next four years.

6. Audit Cost will be constant each year.

7. Discount rate in 15%.

Note:

https://centralex.com/
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06. 
Road Map

2020 (CenX Token)

2020 (Token Sale)

2021 - (CEN-SMART-
CHAIN Phase 1)

2020 (Partnerships)

2020 (Listings)

Centralex Smart contract 

design, development and 

audits.

Pre-sale CenX token

Research and development 

in unique blockchain 

solution

Various partnership 
signups 

Public exchange 
listings

Q4

Q1

www.centralex.com

https://centralex.com/
http://www.centralex.com
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End of Q2 – 2021 
(CEN-SMART-
CHAIN Phase 3)

EXCITING TIMES

Q4 – 2021 (CEN-
PAY)

EXCHANGE LAUNCH-

Public Token Offering On

Centralex Platform.

NEW SERVICES LAUNCH-

Forward Direction.

CEN-Pay, research and 

development of various 

payment gateways with 

active Dapps on Cen-

Smart-Chain

2021 (Dapps)

2022

Cen-Smart-Chain Dapps - 

research and development

Many exciting 

products to come

Begin of Q2 -2021 
(CEN-SMART-CHAIN 

Phase 2)

Launch CEN-Chain 

test net

Q2

Q3

Q4

www.centralex.com

https://centralex.com/



